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THE FALL BOOK:  The Time Is Now

KTWV, Infinity’s Smooth Jazz outlet in Los Angeles, just jumped from 3.3 to 4.3 
in the Spring survey (persons 12+).  That is huge -- and L.A. numbers don’t really
wobble all that much.  We’re told that the main change was their increased 
marketing.  The fall Arbitron survey starts soon -- on September 21, so we’ll be 
devoting the coming issues to preparing for a successful book.  This month we 
focus on promotion:

Your website:  It works hand-in-hand with your station -- each one should 
promote the other.  Your listeners see plenty of attractive web pages each day.  
How does yours compare?  It will take some investment to develop a great, 
classy site, but then it should be made easy to update for someone on your staff.

What do visitors see first?  Hopefully your logo, and something that identifies 
your market (a city skyline is just one example).  The feature your listeners use 
most should also be immediately visible – that’s the “What’s Playing” feature.  
Be sure you’re using the latest version we’ve issued.  Your website should be 
simple and easy for visitors to navigate.  Test it yourself.

The features listeners want most are streaming, area concert events and 
“What’s Playing.”  Other features you should include are a link to join the 
Online Music Panel, a programming schedule (including weekend specialty 
shows), station contests and photos of station events.  Be careful to keep 
community events listings updated!  Do this by using kill dates.  Be sure to 
promote your website features on the air.  We supply promos and liners for this 
purpose.  Check out these newsletters for more:  Sept. 2002, October 2002, 
June 2004.         

Smooth Jazz Television:  This weekly TV show will promote your station, and it 
won’t cost you cash.  Nor will you have to make the arrangements.  Review the 
article in our June 2006 issue.  Then contact Steve Hibbard and Smooth Jazz TV
begin work on placing this show in your market.

Television campaign:  In today’s overcrowded media landscape top-of-mind 
awareness is harder than ever to achieve.  TV is still an effective way to do it, 
especially if you can target the right shows and cable channels.  JRN offers a 
customized TV spot at no charge.  Even better, Smooth Jazz Television will 



create three 30-second TV spots for you, once that TV series is placed in your 
market.  For a list of the cable channels most watched by Smooth Jazz listeners, 
refer to our March 2005 issue.

Station events:  These can range from a full-fledged jazz festival to an 
occasional after-work listener party.  The point of everything is to bond your 
listeners with your station, and to create as much market presence as possible.
Maximize your signage.  For details on a weekly Sunday brunch promotion, see 
our February 2006 issue.       

Listener database:  Begin, or continue to build, your listener database.  
Ultimately database marketing will be the most effective and economical way to 
keep getting in front of your listeners.  You’ll be able to send this group a 
newsletter and special “listener club only” web contests.   

E-cards:  Here’s an exciting, and affordable way to work that database.  In an
e-card your logo appears on your listener’s computer screen with a Smooth Jazz
star wishing each of your listeners a happy birthday or holiday!  Contact Monica 
Thomas at DVGreets (972-907-0282).
 
Promotional CD sampler:  It’s a compilation of Smooth Jazz hits with your logo.
You sell the CD’s to listeners (with proceeds to the station, or to a charity), use 
them as prizes, and give them to clients.  You can include sponsorships in the 
packaging.  The most effective and economical source we’ve found is Premier 
Radio Networks Collective Marketing.  Contact Jay Freedman at 954-862-3149.  

For a ranking of promotional media deemed most effective by our Online Music 
Panel in reaching listeners, check our May 2005 issue.  Direct mail scored the  
highest.   

CD SALES AND MUSIC DOWNLOADS

42% of Smooth Jazz listeners purchased at least 3 music CD’s over the last 3 
months, and 35% purchased at least 3 jazz or Smooth Jazz CD’s.  To a lesser 
degree your listeners also download music from the Internet.  31% downloaded 
at least 3 music tracks over the past 3 months, while 28% downloaded at least 3 
jazz or Smooth Jazz tracks.  We asked the question on July 14, regarding 
purchases over the last  3 months:

All Music CD’s Jazz/ Smooth Jazz CD’s

None 27% None 31%
1-2 30% 1-2 34%
3-4 22% 3-4 20%
5-9 14% 5-9 13%
10+   6% 10+   2%



All Downloads Jazz/ Smooth Jazz downloads

No tracks 65% No tracks 61%
1-2 tracks   7% 1-2 tracks   7%
3-4 tracks   7% 3-4 tracks   5%
5-9 tracks   5% 5-9 tracks   5%
10+ tracks 16% 10+ tracks 21%

Sample:  262 persons 25-64, mainly heavy Smooth Jazz listeners
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